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THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE LAW. 

II 

The foregoing analysis' indicates the lines on which, as it seems 
to me, a logical arrangement of the Substantive Law of Normal 
Persons should be made. The principal heads are Rights, Duties, 
Wrongs and Remedies. But there should be an introductory part, 
which might be entitled "Definitions and General Principles," in 
which the meaning of the conceptions and terms which are to be 
used in the following parts should be explained. Here should be 
defined such elementary conceptions as person, thing, act, fact, 
duty and right, probability, intention, malice, negligence, posses- 
sion and many others. In this part also should come such rules 
and principles relating to such subjects as are in effect definitions 
and not statements of duties and rights. Thus under the head of 
Persons would fall to be treated such matters as names, presump- 
tions of death, kinship, residence and domicile. 

Under the head of acts should be discussed juristic acts. A 
juristic act, as the term is here used, means an act done with the 
intent thereby to create, transfer or otherwise affect a right or 
duty, e. g. a contract, the taking possession of a thing, a marriage, 
the appointment of an agent. There are certain principles that 
apply to juristic acts generally. These should come first, and 
then a description of the various kinds of juristic acts and the 
principles that apply specially to them. The most important class 
of juristic acts are agreements; and the most important kind of 
agreements are contracts, where the agreement takes the form of 
a promise and creates an obligation, a new right and duty, between 
the parties, as distinguished, for instance, from a conveyance 
which transfers a pre-existing right. Those principles which are 
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common to all agreements should be placed first, and then those 
that relate to particular kinds of agreements, e. g. contracts. So 
under contracts, there are principles that govern all kinds of con- 
tracts, and others that apply only to particular kinds. The whole 
subject of juristic acts should be so treated, proceeding always 
from genus to species and subspecies, exhibiting each principle in 
the place and form of its greatest generality. Most of what is 
now classed as the law of contracts, how an agreement or contract 
can be made and rules as to its validity and construction, e. g. 
such subjects as the offer and acceptance, the meeting of minds, 
consideration, the requirement of writing, the effect of illegality 
and fraud, would fall here; but contract rights and duties belong 
elsewhere. 

So in regard to negligence. Negligence is conduct which in- 
volves an unreasonably great probability of causing harm or dam- 

age. In this part of the law should be given a definition of negli- 
gence, and various rules as to what risks are deemed unreasonably 
great, of which rules there are a good many; also the rule that the 
test of what is reasonable is the conduct or judgment of a reason- 
able and prudent man in the actor's situation, and an explanation 
of what is meant by a reasonable and prudent man and what cir- 
cumstances make up the actor's situation. So the questions how 
far negligence is a matter of fact or of law, and when it may be 

presumed, and of the degrees of negligence and of care fall here. 

Negligence, however, is not always wrongful. There are cases 
where the law does not require care, where a person may be as 

negligent as he pleases. But negligence is the same in its own 
nature, whether in a particular case the law forbids it or not; it is 
none the less negligence. The question, when is negligence for- 
bidden, when does the law require due care, belongs under the 
head of duties. Certain duties must be defined as duties to use 
due care or not to act negligently. But we can not define those 
duties unless we know already what negligence or due care is in 
itself. That latter definition should be given once for all in this 

part of the law. 
I have spoken at some length of three of the subjects that 

would fall into this introductory division, namely, Persons, Juristic 
Acts, and Negligence, to make it plain that this division would not 
consist merely of brief definitions, but would be very large, con- 

taining many important rules and principles, all of them however 

having rather the nature of definitions than of statements of duties 
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and rights. The general analysis of duties and rights which I 
have given above, including the distinctions which I have men- 
tioned between the various classes of duties and of rights, would 
also fall here, but not the description of particular duties and 
rights. Under all the other heads in this division, such as Facts, 
Intention or Possession there would be much to say. 

The next division of the arrangement should be devoted to 
rights and duties. As I have said, rights in rem and their corre- 
sponding duties are more conveniently treated separately, but rights 
in personam, in connection with their corresponding duties. Rights 
in rem should come first. 

The states of fact which the law protects for a person's benefit 
against all the world, which form the contents of his rights in rem, 
are the condition of his own person, of the persons of others in 
whom he has interests, e. g. his wife or child, of corporeal or 
incorporeal things, or his pecuniary condition. A complete enu- 
meration of rights in reim can therefore be made under the heads 
of Personal Security, Rights in the Persons of Others, Property 
and Pecuniary Condition. Under the first two and the last of 
those heads we have to do with protected rights only; under 
Property, permissive and facultative rights have also to be 
considered. 

(1) Personal Security. The general right of personal security 
comprises the following sub-rights: 

(a) The right of Life. The protected state of fact which 
forms the content of this right is the fact of being alive; homicide 
is a violation of the right. Since at common law no action lay 
for killing a person, this right was an imperfect one. Under the 
statutes giving an action for causing death, it is impossible to 
extract from the decisions any consistent theory as to what rights 
these statutes create or in whom those rights are vested. 

(b) The right of Bodily Security. This right has two sub- 
rights. The content of one of them is the absence of physical 
contact between the body and any person or thing. Contact with 
the body violates this right. Merely touching a person is regularly 
a battery; when it is not, that is because the case falls under some 
exception to the duty. The content of the second sub-right is the 
physical condition of the body. Any deterioration in that condi- 
tion, e. g. mutilation, sickness or pain, violates the right. 
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(c) The right of Mental Security. There is no general right 
of this kind. Regularly the law does not attempt to protect per- 
sons from disagreeable or painful mental states, such as fright, 
anxiety or mortification. But there are some limited rights. In 
a mere assault without a battery, the right violated is a right of 
mental security. If there is any right of privacy, it is of this sort. 

(d) The right of Liberty, which is violated by imprisonment. 

(e) The right of Reputation, whose content is the good opin- 
ion that others have of a person. This right is violated by the 
publication of certain kinds of false and derogatory statements 
about a person. The questions, therefore, of what statements are 
slanderous or libelous, and what communications of them amount 
to publication pertain to the right. But whether malice or inten- 
tion to publish is necessary to make a statement actionable, whether 
a person can be guilty of a tort by publishing a slander or libel 

through mere negligence, pertains to the corresponding duty. 
Privileged communications constitute exceptions to the duty, a 
privileged communication being a statement which in its own na- 
ture is slanderous or libelous, but which in certain circumstances 
the law permits to be published. 

(2) Rights in the Persons of Others, which may conveniently 
be called Potestative Rights. A husband or a father has certain 
rights against his wife or child, corresponding to which the wife 
or child owes him certain duties. These are rights in personant. 
But he also has certain rights in his wife or child against other 
persons, which can be violated, for instance by abducting the wife 
or child or alienating the wife's affections. These are rights in 
remn. So masters, guardians and other persons have rights of the 
same kind. The discussion of potestative rights seems to.belong 
to the Law of Abnormal Persons. 

(3) Rights of Property. The word property denotes some- 
times a thing and sometimes a right. It is used here in the latter 
sense. Property rights are normal or abnormal. A normal prop- 
erty right is a right itn rem in a corporeal thing. All rights having 
those characteristics should be classed as property rights, how- 
ever limited their content. Easements are reckoned in our law as 
incorporeal things, the idea being that the object of the right is 
not the land but the use of the land, which is regarded as an in- 
corporeal thing. That theory came from the Roman Law. It is 
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incorrect and misleading, and should be rejected. An easement is 
a right to use land in certain definite ways, and is a normal prop- 
erty right as much as an estate for years is, which also comprises 
a limited right of use. 

Normal property rights are either full ownership, dominion, 
to which fee simple is equivalent, or they are inferior property 
rights. As to the latter there are two theories. They may be 
regarded as fragments of the dominion, which for the time being 
is cut up, the totality of rights in the thing remaining equal to 
dominion; or they may be regarded as additional rights, consti- 
tuting burdens on the dominion and temporarily interfering with 
its exercise, the totality of rights in the thing consisting of the 
dominion plus those additional rights. It is not clear which theory 
our law accepts. 

In the case of property rights it is necessary to discuss their 
titles, how they can be acquired or lost, which makes up a consid- 
erable part of the law of property. 

Ownership is a complex group of rights, partly permissive and 
partly protected. On its permissive side ownership comprises two 
sub-rights. (a) The Right of Possession (jus possidendi). The 
content of this is the act of having possession, which is regarded 
as a continuing act. The owner of a thing has a right to take and 
hold possession of it. (b) The Right of Use. The owner of a 
thing may use it in any manner; i. e. may do anything he pleases 
with it, even to destroying it. Inferior property rights may or 
may not include the right to possess, and the right of use is limited, 
generally not comprising any right to injure or destroy the thing. 
The right to assign or transfer, which is sometimes mentioned as 
a separate sub-right of property, is not such. Assignability is 
an attribute of property rights generally, as well as of some other 
rights, not a separate right, and the physical transfer of the thing 
assigned is an act of use. 

On its protected side ownership also comprises two sub-rights. 
(a) The right of Possession (jus possessionis), the content of 

which is the fact of being in undisturbed possession of the thing. 
It is violated by any one else having possession or by any physical 
contact with the thing. A mere entry on land violates this right, 
even though the intruder does not take possession of the land or 
do any damage to it. When a person has possession of a thing, 
he is usually deemed to be the owner as against all persons who 
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can not show a better right. He may be considered to have a 
kind of right in it, which may be called a possessory right. Such 
a possessory right must be distinguished from the jus possessionis 
which is an element in true ownership, though it is often called by 
that name. In jus p,ossessionis the fact of possession is the con- 
tent of the right, the state of fact which the law protects; in a 
possessory right that fact is the title from which the right arises. 
However a possessory right, within its limited scope, resembles 
ownership, and comprises, so far as it avails at all, the same kind 
of permissive and protected rights. The Civil Law writers some- 
times use the simple word possession to denote a possessory right, 
which has led to confusion between that right and the fact of 
possession. 

(b) The right of Unimpaired Physical Condition. Changes 
in the physical condition of the thing violate the right. There is 
however some nicety of distinction and some conflict of opinion 
as to how far the incursion of impalpable things, such as smells 
and noises, upon land violates the right, i. e. whether such things 
amount to nuisances. 

The value of a thing is no part of the content of the property 
right in it, but, as will be explained presently, forms the content 
of a different right. If a factory which is not a nuisance is built 
in a residence district and causes a deterioration in the value of 

neighboring land, the property right in such land is not thereby 
violated. 

To property in land there may be annexed rights in neighbor- 
ing land, e. g. rights to light and air or of support. 

There are also certain facultative rights which are normal prop- 
erty rights. The most important of these are liens which are 
rights in ren, such as mechanics' liens or maritime liens. Mort- 

gages at common law are estates comprising also permissive and 
protected rights, but in many of the United States are now re- 

garded as mere liens. 
Abnormal property rights include many rights which are rights 

in. personam, such as contract rights and debts. Also in constitu- 
tional provisions for the protection of property the word property 
has been given a wide meaning, which it does not have in the law 
generally. In this place would be considered, under the head of 
abnormal property rights, only such as are rights in rem, such as 
patent right, copy-rights, literary property, rights in franchises and 
trademarks. 
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(4) The Right of Pecuniary Condition. There is yet another 
right in remi, which may conveniently be called the Right of Pe- 
cuniary Condition, whose content is the total value of all a per- 
son's belongings, the whole of his purchasing power, or the pos- 
session by him of such value or purchasing power. This is usually 
confounded with the right of property. It differs however from 
property in the following respects: (1) It concerns the value, not 
the physical condition of things. (2) Property rights are in 
specific individual things; a person has as many separate prop- 
erty rights as he has things. But he has only one general right 
of pecuniary condition. (3) The correspondence of duties to this 
right and to property rights is different. Speaking generally, 
though the statement is subject to some exceptions, duties of all 
the three classes mentioned above, duties of actuality, of proba- 
bility and of intention, correspond to property rights, while only 
certain duties of culpable intention correspond to the right of 
pecuniary condition. That is, it is not usually a tort to cause a 
pecuniary loss to a person by mere negligence or simple intention, 
if there is no interference with his property. Of course it would 
be possible to include this right among abnormal property rights; 
but nothing would be gained by so doing, since it would still have 
to be separately described as a peculiar kind of property different 
from other kinds. 

The loss of any value which a person actually has, what the 
civilians call damnum emergens, is a violation of this right. As 
the decisions now stand, though I think that is due to a misappre- 
hension, the being prevented from acquiring a gain, lucrum cessans, 
is not generally a violation, though in certain special cases it is.2 

Violation of this right is sometimes presumed. The violation 
of any other right imports some pecuniary damage, and is a ground 
for awarding at least nominal damages. So any right is deemed 
to have some, at least a nominal, value, so that being deprived of 
any right imports damage. Being deprived of a right is not th'e 
same thing as the violation of the right. 

The duties that correspond to rights in rem can not be defined 
and enumerated as easily and neatly as the rights. To classify 
duties is to classify conduct; and conduct is infinitely various, the 
different kinds shading off into each other. There is no scheme 
of duties which has obtained recognition in our law; indeed very 
few definitions of particular duties can be found. Any scheme 

2I have discussed this in chapter XI of my book, "Leading Principles of 
Anglo-American Law." 
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that may be adopted must be somewhat arbitrary, or at best based 
largely on convenience only. It is not possible, or at least it would 
be very difficult and not worth attempting, to define the various 
legal duties so that they shall be mutually exclusive. In fact duties 

overlap upon each other a good deal, so that the same conduct 
may be a breach of more than one duty. The same act, for in- 
stance, may give a cause of action in either trespass or case. But 
those different forms of action imply breaches of different duties. 
In connection with the definition of each duty, the rights to which 
it corresponds should be named. 

Legal duties are subject to exceptions. The law often permits 
in particular circumstances conduct which it generally forbids, e. g. 
the use of force against another's person or property for defence 
or protection. When an exception is to some particular duty only, 
it had better be described in connection with that duty. But there 
are certain exceptions of a more general nature, which apply to 
many or to nearly all duties, which will more conveniently be de. 
scribed by themselves. Such general exceptions should be placed 
immediately after duties in the arrangement. 

The following scheme of duties is the one that seems to me 
the best. Perhaps some one else might prefer another. The defi- 
nitions hereinafter given of the various duties are of course incom- 

plete and only approximate, just sufficient to indicate their gen- 
eral character. 

(1) Duties of actuality. 

(a) A person must not do any act, the actual direct conse- 
quence of which is to cause physical contact between persons or 
things. This is the duty that is broken in most trespasses. It 
corresponds to the rights of life, bodily security and normal prop- 
erty, and perhaps liberty, and to certain potestative rights. 

(b) There is a very similar duty which is broken in an assault, 
as distinguished from a battery. The act must cause apprehen- 
sion, not actual physical contact. It corresponds to the right of 
mental security. 

(c) A person must not imprison another. This duty corre- 

sponds to the right of liberty. 

(d) A person must not remove the support from land and 
cause it to cave in. This duty corresponds to the right of support, 
which is one of the sub-rights of property. 
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(e) A person must not take possession of a thing in violation 
of another's right of possession therein. The subsequent holding 
of the possession so taken is regarded as a continuance of the act. 
This duty corresponds to the right of possession. 

(2) Duties of reasonableness or due care. 

(a) A person must not do any act that is unreasonably likely 
to cause damage to a person or thing. This is a very general duty, 
resting upon all persons and owed to all other persons, not depend- 
ing upon any special relation between the parties. It corresponds 
to rights of life, bodily security, normal property and certain 
potestative rights. 

There is no duty of equal generality to do acts, to take active 
precautions for the safety of persons or property. As a general 
rule a person is not bound to do acts for others' protection. Such 
duties arise only out of some special situation of the actor or some 
special relation between the parties. 

(b) A person may come under a duty to take such precau- 
tions, by doing some act which will be unreasonably dangerous if 
precautions are not taken, by delivering a dangerous thing or fur- 
nishing it for another's use, or by inviting another into a situation 
of danger. 

(3) Duties as to harmful things. 
Harmful things are either dangerous things or nuisances. 

(a) Dangerous things. The law does not intend to forbid the 
possession or use of dangerous things. That is often necessary. 
But the possessor of a dangerous thing must use due care to pre- 
vent it from doing harm. In some cases due care is not enough; 
the duty to prevent harm is peremptory, as in the case of the 
keeper of a dangerous wild animal or in some places of an artificial 
reservoir of water. These duties correspond to the same rights 
as general duties to use care. 

(b) The word nuisance sometimes denotes a thing and some- 
times a wrong. Here it is used in the former sense. A nuisance 
is a thing that from its position or nature causes a violation of a 
property right or is unreasonably dangerous to persons or prop- 
erty. A thing may be both a dangerous thing and a nuisance, so 
that two sets of duties will exist as to it. 
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Usually the intent of the law is to prevent the existence of 
nuisances altogether. Every one is therefore under a duty not to 
make a nuisance, and the possessor of a nuisance usually, but not 
always, must abate it or use due care to do so. In a few cases 
the law permits the existence of a thing that is in its nature a 
nuisance. If so, the possessor of it must use due care to prevent 
it from doing harm. 

Duties as to nuisances correspond to rights of property, and in 
the case of dangerous nuisances to rights of life and bodily se- 
curity and certain potestative rights. 

(4) Duties of intention. These are somewhat numerous. 
Only some of the more important ones will be mentioned here. 

(a) A person must not do any act with the intention to pro- 
duce a consequence that will in fact amount to a violation of a 
right of life, bodily security or normal property or certain pro- 
testative rights. Intention here means simple intention. It is not 
necessary that the actor should know of the existence of the right 
violated or that the consequence of his act will amount to a viola- 
tion of the right. A person who intentionally interferes with an- 
other's property, e. g. enters upon another's land, is not excused 
because he thought it was his own. This duty corresponds to the 
rights mentioned. 

(b) A person must not do an act with a culpable intention to 
produce a consequence which will amount to a violation of a right 
of personal security or property or a potestative right. To break 
this duty the actor must know the facts that make his act wrong- 
ful. If a person entices away another's servant, thus violating 
the master's potestative right, he is not guilty of a tort unless 
he knows that the servant is such. This duty corresponds to the 
rights mentioned. 

(c) A person must not do an act with a malicious intent to 
cause loss or damage to another. Malice here means a desire to 
cause loss or damage as such, not a desire, for some other reason, 
to produce a consequence that will incidentally cause loss or dam- 
age. But if loss or damage as such is desired, the fact that it 
is desired only as a means of producing some further consequence 
which the actor may lawfully desire and strive for will not pre- 
vent the act from being malicious. Thus if a merchant tries to 
attract to himself business which has been going to his rivals, his 
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desire being to increase his own trade, he does not act maliciously, 
though he knows that his act will cause loss to his rivals. But if 
workmen strike in order to injure their employer's business and 
thus to coerce him to pay higher wages, their act is malicious, 
though their ultimate object is the perfectly lawful one of getting 
better wages. 

It has been denied that any such duty as this exists, and it has 
been affirmed that a malicious motive will never make an act un- 
lawful which would otherwise be lawful. But the authorities 
plainly support the duty, at least in this country, whatever the 
law may be in England. The contrary view is due to a failure to 
distinguish between the different meanings of the word malice, 
especially between actual and what is .called legal malice, and most 
of all, a failure to distinguish cases which fall under the duty from 
those that fall under the exceptions to it. This duty corresponds 
to all rights except the right of reputation. This duty is subject 
to many and important exceptions. There are many acts, which 
are usually not harmful, which it is better to let people do without 
regard to their motives. Therefore in fact the great majority of 
malicious acts fall under exceptions to the duty and are not un- 
lawful. In such cases the statement is correct, that malice does 
not make an otherwise lawful act unlawful. In general the ex- 
ceptions cover acts done in the carrying on of a lawful business 
or in the exercise of certain rights. Thus a strike of workmen, 
though malicious, is usually lawful.3 

(d) Duties not to institute malicious prosecutions, not to pub- 
lish slanders and libels, and not to make fraudulent misrepresenta- 
tions fall into this class. To duties as to slanders and libels the 
rules as to privileged communications formulate exceptions. 

(5) Statutory and customary duties may belong to any class 
and should not be given a separate place. But there are certain gen- 
eral rules regarding such duties which must be separately treated. 

The general exceptions to duties above mentioned fall under 
the heads of defence and production, authority, license, the assump- 
tion of risk, permissible possession of others' things, reasonable- 
ness and necessity and vis major. On those grounds interferences 
with other persons and their belongings, which are regularly un- 

3I have discussed this duty and its exceptions in an article in the "Law 
Quarterly Review" of January, 1904. 
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lawful, are sometimes permitted. The discussion of those sub- 
jects should follow after that of duties. 

Rights in personam are either obligations or equitable liens. 
The word obligation is used here, not in the narrow common law 
meaning of a bond but in the wider sense of the civil law, wherein 
an obligation is defined as juris vinculum, quo necessitate adstringi- 
miur solvendae rei. 

An obligation is a legal connection or relation between specific 
persons, consisting of a right in personam in favor of one against 
the other and a corresponding duty owed by the latter to the 
former. The word obligation denotes either the right, the duty 
or the entire relation. As I have said, it is most convenient to 
describe the right and the duty together, and to arrange the sub- 
ject according to the manner in which the relation arises. 

An equity or primary equitable right is a claim in favor of one 
person upon a right held by another, to have that right exercised 
or disposed of in some way for his benefit. Regularly the holder 
of a right is free to exercise or dispose of it as he pleases; but 
when it is subject to an equity, he may come under a duty as to 
its exercise or disposal. Equities are therefore obligations, except 
when they are mere liens, which are facultative rights having no 
corresponding duties. An equity is a claim on a right, not a right 
directly in a thing. If the right against which the claim exists 
is itself a right in a thing, as it usually is, the exercise of the equi- 
table right or the performance of the equitable duty may however 
involve dealing with the thing. So we have a class of so-called 
equitable property rights, which simulate legal property rights. 

An equity however differs from obligations generally in that 
it is not only a right against a specific person but is also a claim 
upon a specific right, so that if the right is transferred against 
which the equity avails, the corresponding duty is shifted to and 
imposed upon the transferee, unless he is a bona fide purchaser 
for value. Thus an equity has a certain resemblance to a right 
in remt. But in case of a true right in rem in a thing the right is 
not devested or affected by the transfer of the thing even to a 
bona fide holder for value; because it avails against all persons. 
Therefore I think that the whole subject of primary equitable 
rights and duties belongs here. 

In treating of obligations the rules relating to obligations in 
general should first be stated, then those relating to particular 
kinds of obligations, as is the practice of the civilians. 
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The most usual sources of obligations are agreements, most 
often contracts, though, as Prof. Langdell has pointed out in his 
book on Contracts under the heading of Debts, an obligation may 
be created by a gift. What are called contracts implied in fact, 
where the parties really intend to make a contract but express 
their intention by acts instead of words, are true contracts, and 
create true contract obligations. The greater part of the law of 
contracts treats of the making or the validity of contracts, and falls 
under the head of juristic acts, as has been said. What belongs 
here is the law as to the nature and content of the contract obli- 

gation. 
The old common law recognized only a few non-contractual 

obligations. What are called simple contract debts, as Prof. Lang- 
dell has explained in the place above mentioned, at common law 
were not, and could not be, created by contract. They were really 
non-contractual obligations. But when the scheme of forms of 
action was elaborated and all personal actions came to be classed 
as ex contractu or ex delicto, debt was classed as an action ex 
contractu, and then the debt itself was regarded as arising from 
a contract. Other non-contractual obligations were enforced in 
the action of detinue, and there has always been a dispute whether 
that action was ex contractu or ex delicto. But in neither debt on 
simple contract nor detinue was the name obligation applied to 
the right or duty. 

After the statute of Westminster II many new non-contrac- 
tual obligations were introduced into the law. It was necessary 
to shape those so that they would fall under the new form of action 
that came in under that statute. So far as those obligations are 
enforceable in an action of trespass on the case, in its original 
form of an action ex delicto, they are not now usually recognized 
as obligations. Breaches of them are classed as torts, and they 
are generally treated of in the text books and decisions under the 
head of negligence. For some of those obligations, however, the 
action of assumpsit was made available by the fiction of an implied 
contract or, as it is sometimes called, a quasi-contract. The name 
and conception of a quasi-contract, as well in the civil law as in 
our own, were due to a misunderstanding, or a wilful perversion, 
of the Roman lawyers' doctrine of obligations quasi ex couztractu, 
which were in fact a very different thing. In our law there was 
an excuse for resorting to that conception, because assumpsit, 
which in time came to be considered an action ex contractic, 
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though it was not so at first, was the only available form of action. 
But now that the forms of action have been abolished, there is no 
longer that excuse. In an arrangement of the law the notion of 
an implied contract, so far as that means a purely fictitious con- 
tract, and of a quasi-contract, should be dropped, and non-con- 
tractual obligations be frankly recognized as such. 

When a non-contractual obligation arises between parties, 
there is often, but not always, also a contract between them which 
creates a contract obligation. The two obligations overlap and 
cover the same ground, but are distinct and separate obligations. 
Thus in case of a bailment there is a contract between the bailor 
and bailee, while at the same time the bailee owes non-contractual 
duties to the bailor. The bailor therefore may usually sue at his 

option either in assunpsit or in case. But the finder of a chattel 
who takes possession of it and so comes into a situation resembling 
that of a bailee, owes duties to the owner which are purely non- 
contractual, there being no actual contract, either express or im- 

plied, between them, even if, by a fiction, a contract is said to be 

implied and the action of assumpsit will lie. 

Non-contractual legal obligations arise from the following 
sources. 

(1) From the reception of benefits, e. g. where money is paid 
by one person for another at the latter's request. Obligations 
from the involuntary reception of benefits have been called meri- 
torious obligations. These are less freely recognized in our law 
than in the civil law. Usually in our law no obligation arises from 
the involuntary reception of a benefit, but it does in a few cases, 
e. g. of salvage. 

(2) From holding something belonging to another. Such a 
holder comes under an obligation to restore the thing, and usually 
to take care of it while he holds it, as in the case of a bailee or 
the finder of a chattel. Perhaps an obligation may arise from 
holding the custody of a person in whom another person has a 

right. Obligations from holding a right which properly belongs 
to another are usually, if not always, equitable, as where A agrees 
to sell Blackacre to B and by mistake makes a conveyance of 
Whiteacre. B must reconvey. Obligations from holding funds, 
i. e. what is usually called money, meaning not specific coins or 
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notes but a certain value, are sometimes legal and sometimes 
equitable. 

(3) From undertaking to perform a service for another. The 
undertaker, apart from contract, need not perform at all; but if 
he actually enters upon the performance, he may come under a 
duty to use care to do what he does properly. Coggs v. Barwnrd4 
is the leading case. 

(4) Although in our law obligations do not usually arise from 
the commission of wrongs, at least at common law whatever may 
be the theory in equity and admiralty, yet they may so arise, as 
in the case of penal actions. 

(5) Obligations may be created by statute, as where the legis- 
lature creates a new township out of part of an old one and charges 
the old township debt proportionally upon the two new townships; 
or by the judgment or decree of a court. 

(6) Perhaps in some cases obligations may arise by custom, 
e. g. a duty to maintain a sea wall. 

After legal obligations should come the subject of equities, first 
equitable obligations and then equitable liens. The main part of 
Equity would fall here, all except equitable remedies. Equities 
arise from gifts in trust and declarations of trust, from certain 
contracts, and in ways similar to the first four kinds of legal non- 
contractual obligations. 

The subject of rights in personam falls therefore under the 
following heads: 

(1) Rules relating to obligations in general. 

(2) Particular kinds of obligations. 
(a) Legal obligations, contractual and non-contractual. 
(b) Equities. 

(i) General rules as to equities. 
(ii) Equitable obligations, including trusts, which are 

one species of equities. 
(iii) Equitable liens. 

'(1703) 2 Ld. Raym. 909; s. c. 1 Smith Lead. Cas. (12th ed.) 191. 
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After Rights and Duties would come Wrongs. A wrong being 
a breach of duty producing a violation of right, a great part of 
the law relating to wrongs, a great deal of what is at present usually 
treated of under the head of wrongs especially of torts, will of 
course have been already disposed of. Here should fall the rules 

relating to the necessary conjunction of elements to make a wrong, 
e. g. that there must be a breach of duty and a violation of right, 
that the duty broken must correspond to the right, that the viola- 
tion of right must be the actual and proximate consequence of 
the wrongful conduct; also rules as to when a wrong is to be 
deemed complete. Also here would belong the subject of the 

identity of wrongs, i. e. whether, when various violations of rights 
have happened as the consequence of certain wrongful conduct, 
there has been one wrong committed or more than one; also the 

subject of the place of wrongs, where a wrong is deemed to have 
been committed. 

Most wrongs have no special names. But certain of the more 
common wrongs, such as trespass or conversion, are distinguished 
by names. These should be defined, i. e. in the case of each it 
should be pointed out what particular combination of the elements 
that are essential to any wrong are elements in the particular wrong 
in question. 

Certain general rules regarding the responsibility of one person 
for a wrong actually committed by another, and the rules as to 

joint wrongs, belong here. 
After Wrongs naturally come Remedial Rights and Remedies. 
There are certain cases where the law refuses a remedy to a 

person who has undoubtedly suffered a wrong. These must be 
defined. The most important of them is where the injured per- 
son has contributed to the injury by his own wrong, most often 
by his negligence. The nature of contributory negligence will 
have been discussed in a former part, but the rules as to when it 
amounts to a defence and which party has the burden of proof, 
belong here. 

Remedies may sometimes be obtained without recourse to a 
court. Some of them, such as self-defence and the recaption of 
property, fall under exceptions to duties; but some, e. g. arbitration, 
belong here. 

Regularly a person who has suffered a wrong has a remedial 
right, a right to a remedy by a proceeding in court. Here should 
be described the various remedies which the law gives, either 
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by ordinary actions or special writs, both legal and equitable 
remedies, and the cases in which each may be had. The subject 
of the measure of damages falls here. 

What is usually called the Law of Abnormal Persons would 
constitute the last part of the arrangement. 

An abnormal person in the proper sense is one who has some 
marked and important physical or mental peculiarity, on account 
of which the law treats him in some respects differently from 
other persons. There is no general rule or principle for deciding 
what peculiarities will be sufficient to put their possessor into the 
class of abnormal persons. That is purely a question of con- 
venience. Corporations are of course abnormal persons. But 
besides abnormal persons properly so called, there are various 
persons who present no personal abnormality, for whom there 
are special rules, e. g. bastards or husbands and wives. Also, 
while children are undoubtedly abnormal persons, parents are 
not. Yet the discussion of infants can hardly be separated from 
that of parents. It seems to me that the whole subject of what are 
called the domestic relations, husband and wife, parent and child, 
guardian and ward and master and servant, will be most con- 
veniently treated of in this part of the law, irrespective of any 
question of abnormality in the person concerned. 

There are also certain relations, mostly of a business character, 
whose place in the law raises some difficulty, because different 
aspects of the relation fall logically into different divisions of 
the law, and yet it is more convenient to treat them all in one 
place. For instance agency. There is first the question of how 
the relation of principal and agent can be constituted. So far as 
this is by express agreement, the appointment is a juristic act. 
The appointment of an agent might properly be treated of under 
the head of juristic acts. Then we have the power of an agent to 
bind his principal by his agreements, which might go in the same 
place; and then the responsibility of the principal for the agent's 
torts, which does not depend upon the rules for juristic acts. 
Also the agent owes certain duties to his principal, which are 
obligations, sometimes arising by contract, and sometimes non- 
contractual obligations from holding things that belong to the 
principal or from the agent having undertaken to perform services 
for the principal. The principal also may owe obligation duties 
to the agent. Also the agent may have certain limited property 
rights in his principal's property. In addition there is the question 
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how far the agent may be excused for conduct, especially for 
negligent omissions, which would ordinarily be tortious, because 
of the relation in which he stands to his principal, i. e. whether 
in acting for his principal the agent is to be regarded as per- 
forming his own personal duties or duties which rest only upon 
the principal. For example, if the agent of a bailee omits to do 
what ought to be done to protect the chattel, is he personally 
liable to the bailor, or is his principal only liable, or both? All 
these questions, and others which arise in connection with the 
relation, it seems to me had better be discussed in one place 
instead of being scattered through various parts of the arrange- 
ment; and this seems to be the only convenient place for them. 
Similar considerations apply to carriers and various other persons 
carrying on special trades. 

It appears to me therefore that this last division of the law 
should be so enlarged that the name Law of Abnormal Persons 
would not fit it well. It might be called "Rules Relating to 
Special Classes of Persons", i. e. to all persons and relations most 
conveniently treated of here. 

The scheme of arrangement of the Private Substantive Law 
would therefore be as follows: 

I. Definitions and General Principles. 

II. Rights and Duties. 

1. Rights in ren. 

2. Duties corresponding to rights in rem, and exceptions 
to those duties. 

3. Rights in personam. 
(a) Obligations in general. 
(b) Particular kinds of legal obligations. 
(c) Equities. 

III. Wrongs. 

IV. Remedial Rights and Remedies. 

V. Rules Relating to Special Classes of Persons. 
HENRY T. TERRY. 

NEW YORK CITY. 
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